Enforcing Contracts Questionnaire – Thailand
www.doingbusiness.org
Dear Contributor,
We would like to thank you for your participation in the Doing Business project. Your expertise in the field of
Enforcing Contracts in Thailand is essential to the success of the Doing Business report, one of the four
flagship publications of the World Bank Group that benchmarks business regulations in 189 economies
worldwide. The Enforcing Contracts indicator, which measures the time and cost to resolve a standardized
commercial dispute as well as a series of good practices for the judiciary, is one of the 11 indicator sets
published by the Doing Business report.
The report attracts much attention around the world. The latest edition, Doing Business 2015: Going Beyond
Efficiency, received over 4,000 media citations within two weeks of its publication on October 29, 2014. The
coverage spanned major global, regional and local media outlets, from print and broadcast to the web. The
Doing Business website had over 800,000 page views and more than 54,000 downloads in the two weeks
following the report’s launch.
Governments worldwide read the report with interest every year, and your contribution makes it possible for the
Doing Business project to disseminate the regulatory best practices that continue to inspire their regulatory
reform efforts. Since 2009, economies worldwide have implemented 81 reforms making it easier to resolve a
standardized commercial dispute through the courts. In 2013/14, 15 economies implemented such reforms.
Most implemented electronic filing of the initial complaint to streamline contract enforcement.
We are honored to be able to count on your expertise for Doing Business 2016. Please do the following in
completing the questionnaire:
 Review the assumptions of the case study before updating last year’s information in the questionnaire.
 Describe in detail any reform that has affected the process of enforcing contracts since June 1, 2014.
 Please prioritize responses to the new questions in Section 4.
 Be sure to update your name and address if necessary, so that we can mail you a complimentary copy
of the report.
 Kindly return the questionnaire to Christian De la Medina at DBEnforcingContracts@worldbank.org.
We thank you again for your invaluable contribution to the work of the World Bank Group.
Sincerely,
Christian De la Medina
Tel: +12024587571
Fax: (202) 473-5758
Email: DBEnforcingContracts@worldbank.org
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Additional Contributor(s): If there are more people whom you would like us to acknowledge, kindly send us an e-mail.
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Paperless Option for Complimentary Report and Certificate
Last year, Doing Business contributors saved nearly half a million pieces of paper by selecting the paperless report
option. We welcome you to join us in conserving resources:
Please e-mail me an electronic copy of the report and my certificate of appreciation, rather than mailing me a paper
copy.
Referrals: Please help us expand our list of contributors by referring us to other experts in the private or public sector
(lawyers, notaries, public officials or any expert on this field) who can respond to the questionnaire.
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The Enforcing Contracts indicator looks into the efficiency of the judicial system in resolving commercial
disputes by measuring the time and cost involved in resolving a standardized case study like the one described
below. As of this year’s report, the Enforcing Contracts indicator also explores additional areas of research, as
explained in greater detail in Section 4, below.

***
1. Case Study Assumptions
Two domestic companies - Seller and Buyer - conclude a contract for the sale of some custom-made goods.
Further to such contract, Seller agrees to sell to Buyer, and Buyer agrees to buy from Seller, custom-made
furniture. Upon delivery of the goods, Buyer alleges that the goods are of inadequate quality, and refuses to
pay. Seller insists that the goods are of adequate quality and demands payment of the contract price. Since the
goods were custom-made for Buyer, Seller cannot sell them to a third party. Following Buyer's refusal to pay,
Seller sues Buyer. The court decides 100% in favor of Seller, and orders Buyer to pay the contract price.
1. Both Seller and Buyer are domestic companies, located in Bangkok.
2. Seller sues Buyer to recover the amount due under the contract. The value of the claim is: THB
333,304.
3. The court deciding the case is located in Bangkok and is the first instance court with jurisdiction over
commercial claims of THB 333,304.
4. Seller fears that Buyer may dissipate assets, move assets out of the jurisdiction or become insolvent.
Therefore, if such a procedure is allowed before the competent court, Seller requests and obtains
attachment of Buyer’s movable assets (office equipment or vehicles) prior to obtaining a judgment.
5. Buyer opposes the claim, which is then disputed on the merits. An opinion on the quality of the goods
delivered by Seller is required and is given by an expert during the court proceedings:
a. If it is standard practice in your country (as in most common law countries) for Seller and Buyer
to call their own expert witnesses, then each party calls one expert witness to provide an
opinion on the quality of the goods delivered by Seller.
b. If it is standard practice in your country (as in most civil law countries) for the judge to appoint
an independent expert to provide an opinion on the quality of the goods delivered by Seller,
then the judge does so. It is assumed that no opposing expert testimony is provided.
6. Judgment is 100% in favor of Seller. Buyer is required to pay the agreed contract price to Seller.
7. Buyer does not appeal the judgment.
8. Seller decides to start enforcing the judgment when the time period allocated by law for appeal expires.
It is assumed that Buyer has no money in his bank accounts. As a result, Buyer's movable assets
(office equipment or vehicles) are attached and stored in preparation for a public sale.
9. A public sale is organized, advertised and held to sell Buyer's movable assets. The assets are sold and
the value of the claim is entirely recovered by Seller.
Definitions: for the purpose of this questionnaire, the terms below carry the following meaning:
1. Competent court means the court in Bangkok with jurisdiction over commercial disputes similar to the one
described in the assumptions of the standardized case. If more than one court is competent, competent court
means the court that is most likely to determine the outcome of the standardized case.
2. Expert witness means a witness with the required qualifications or experience to give an opinion on whether
the goods delivered are of adequate quality. Expert opinion is required and provided prior to judgment.

***
Please provide your responses to the following sections taking into account the case study
assumptions provided above. For your convenience, last year’s answers are included in this
questionnaire where available. Please note that they represent a unified answer based on all the
answers we received from various contributors.
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2. Reform Update
Have there been any reforms since June 1st, 2014 in
domestic commercial litigation (e.g. amendments to the civil
procedural rules or to the case management system,
implementation of e-filing, implementation of mediation,
substantial changes in arbitration law, creation of a new
commercial court, or appointment of new judges or
reorganization of the judicial system)?
If relevant, please describe the reform(s). Please include
information on the date of adoption, publication and
enforcement of the new law(s) or regulation(s).
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Answer
Yes, there has been a reform since June 1, 2014.

1. Application on Mobile named "LED
Property",
containing
information
regarding assets to be sold at the public
auction, which has been operational
since Januray 2015.
2. The Issuances of Order/Circular Letter
of the LED since June 1, 2014 regarding
enforcing enforcement of civil judgment,
11 Circular Letters, are as follows:
(date/month/year)
- LED Circular Letter no.8 dated 09/03/15
on the Collection of Stamp Duty from the
Person Entitled to the Rights over the
Asset Sold at the Public Auction
- LED Circular Letter no.7 dated 05/03/15
on the Reimbursement of the Stamp
Duty Attached to the Receipt to the
Winning Bidder in the Public Auction
- LED Circular Letter no.6
dated
27/02/15 on the Reestablishment of
Understanding concerning the Operation
of Public Auction Report
- LED Circular Letter no.5 dated 09/02/15
on the Guidelines on Setting Fees on
Service of Documents for Regional Areas
- LED Circular Letter no.1 dated 23/01/15
on the Mediation at Enforcement Phase
for Debts Borrowed from the Student
Loan Fund
- LED Circular Letter no.24 dated
26/12/15 on the Collection of Stamp Duty
Attached to the Receipt under No.28 (b)
of the Stamp Duty Schedule in the
Revenue Code
- LED Circular Letter no.23 dated
15/12/14 on the Collection of Stamp Duty
from the Winning Bidder in the Public
Auction
- LED Circular Letter no.19 dated
30/09/14 on the Guidelines on the
Collection of Fines and Dificient Amonts
Accrued from the Reselling of Asset in
the Public Auction
- LED Circular Letter no.24 dated
13/08/14 on the Withdrawal Bidder's
Name from the so-called "Blacklist
System"
* Remarks: The LED's so-called
"Blacklist System" contains information
regarding winning bidders who fail to

Are any such reforms expected to be implemented between
now and June 1st, 2015? If so, please describe.

perform the obligations under the sale
contract mutually concluded between the
winning bidder and the LED)
- LED Circular Letter no.12 dated
04/06/14 on the Reestablishment of
Understanding concerning the Public
Auction Using Copy of the Title Deed
Legal reform:
1. The amendment of Civil Procedure
Code, Section 309 quarter., to resolve
the problem of the transfer of ownership
from the former owner of the
condominium to the buyer from the public
auction. In fact, the proposed Section
stipulates that the buyer does not need to
acquire the document certifying that the
public utility debt owed to the
condominium juristic person by the
former owner is paid. This not only
releases the buyer from such liablility but
also results in the increase of potential
buyers to such asset. (The Cabinet
endorsed in principle on January 6, 2015
and the LED will push forward the
proposed amendment so that it is to be in
effect by June 2015)

2. The amendmend of LED's Order on
Documents Required for Commencing the
Enforcement Procedures and the Advancing
of Fees in Civil Cases.
However, there are some amendments are in
the process of consideration as follows:
1. The amendment of Civil Procedure
Code, Title II, Division IV, Execution of
Judgment or Order, which aims to
expedite the enforcement of civil case
judgment. (The Cabinet endorsed in
principle on January 6, 2015 and is now
under the deliberation of the Council of
State)
2. The amendment of Justice Ministerial
Regulation on Setting Rules, Measures
and Conditions of the Public Auction
3. The amendment of Justice Ministerial
Rule on Enforcement Procedures
Performed by Enforcement Officer
B.E.2522 (1979) and Appraisement of
Property B.E. 2557 (2014) .

3. Competent Court
Answer
Does the Bangkok Civil Court have jurisdiction over the
case described in Section 1, given the value of the claim set
at THB 333,304?
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Yes

If you answered “No”,
please specify
While the answer is
"yes", please kindly
be informed that such
competent courts in
Bangkok includes,
- the Civil Court,
- the Bangkok South

Civil Court,
- the Thon Buri Civil
Court,
the
Min
Buri
Provincial Court,
- the Taling Chan
Provincial Court, and
- the Phra Khanong
Provincial Court
The plaintiff (Seller)
can file the case to
the court that has the
jurisdiction over the
claim, depending on a
district where the
cause of action arises
or
where
the
defendant
is
domiciled.
If the competent court has changed, please answer all questions in Sections 4, 5 and 6 assuming that
the new court would hear the case.
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4. New Index on Court Structure & Court Efficiency
This year, Doing Business is collecting new data that will be integrated into the Enforcing Contracts indicator set,
alongside the data on the time and cost necessary to resolve a standardized commercial dispute. The new data
will explore the overall judicial infrastructure, the level of automation in the court system, the availability of
alternative dispute resolution mechanisms and the availability of case management.
Since this is a new data set, it is extremely important for us to obtain answers to the questions below. Therefore,
we would be grateful if you would give these questions priority before updating the existing data in Sections 5
and 6.
If any of your answers are the result of a reform that came into effect after June 1, 2014 kindly mention it
in the “Additional Information” section. Furthermore, when answering the questions below kindly
indicate the name, reference and date of publication of the relevant law, when applicable.
4.1 Court Structure & Functioning
Specialized Commercial Court
Answer
In Bangkok, is there a court or division of a court dedicated
solely to hearing commercial cases?
If "Yes", what is the name of this court or division?

-Click to Select-

Not in the capacity of the LED to answer this
question.
If "Yes", what is the jurisdictional threshold (minimum claim Not in the capacity of the LED to answer
value) for cases to be heard by this court?
this question.
Small Claims Court
Answer
In Bangkok, is there a small claims court or a fast-track -Click to Selectprocedure for small claims?
A small claims court is a court with limited jurisdiction to hear
cases with relatively small amounts of money. These courts
usually have relaxed rules of civil procedure, relaxed rules of
evidence and are characterized by the use of plain
language.
If "Yes", what is the name of this court or division?
Not in the capacity of the LED to answer this
question.
If “Yes”, what is the law establishing such court or fast-track Not in the capacity of the LED to answer
procedure?
this question.
If "Yes", what is the maximum monetary amount for cases to Not in the capacity of the LED to answer
be heard by this court?
this question.
If “Yes”, is self-representation allowed before this court?
Not in the capacity of the LED to answer this
question.
Pre-Trial Attachment
Answer
Additional information
Assuming that the plaintiff fears that the defendant may -Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
dissipate assets, move assets out of the jurisdiction or
the LED to answer
become insolvent, would the plaintiff be allowed to request
this question.
and obtain attachment of the defendant’s movable assets
(office equipment or vehicles) prior to obtaining a judgment?
If “Yes”, does the debtor retain possession of the goods? If -Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
the debtor does not retain possession, kindly mention who
the LED to answer
does.
this question.
Assignment of Cases
Answer
Additional information
Are new cases assigned randomly to judges within the -Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
Bangkok Civil Court? If “No”, in your answer please specify
the LED to answer
how cases are assigned.
this question.
Applicable Procedural Rules
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When were the procedural rules that apply to the
standardized case last modified?
4.2 Case Management

Answer
Not in the capacity of the LED to
answer this question.

Time Standards for Civil Cases, Adjournments and Continuances
Answer
Additional information
In Thailand are there any laws or regulations setting overall -Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
time standards for key court events in the life of a civil case?
the LED to answer
If "Yes", please indicate the name and year of publication of
this question.
the law or regulation.
If “Yes”, which of these key events have specific deadlines
Service of process
set by law?
First hearing
Filing of the statement of defense
Completion of the evidence process
Deadline to submit final judgment
Other, please explain
Are these time standards respected in more than 50% of the -Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
cases?
the LED to answer
this question.
Does the law also regulate the maximum number of -Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
adjournments or continuances that can be granted?
the LED to answer
this question.
Are adjournments limited to unforeseen and exceptional -Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
circumstances? Please mark “No” if the judge has unlimited
the LED to answer
authority to grant continuances and can simply do so upon
this question.
request of the parties, even if for no reason. If “No”, please
list the most common causes for adjournments.
Are there rules in place to control and prevent frivolous -Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
adjournments?
the LED to answer
this question.
If there are rules in place, are they respected in more than -Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
50% of the cases?
the LED to answer
this question.
Performance Measurement Mechanisms
Answer
Additional information
Are there reports that can be generated about the Bangkok -Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
Civil Court to monitor the court’s performance, the progress
the LED to answer
of cases through the court and ensure compliance with the
this question.
time standards mentioned above?
If “Yes”, which of the following reports are available?
Time to disposition report
Clearance rate report
Age of pending cases report
- A time to disposition report measures the time the court
takes to dispose/adjudicate its cases.
Single case progress report
- A clearance rate report measures the number of cases
resolved by the court vs. the number of incoming cases.
- An age of pending cases report serves as a snapshot of all
pending cases according to case-type, case-age, last action
held and next action scheduled.
- A single case progress report serves as a snapshot of the
status of one single case.
Pre-Trial Conference
Answer
Additional information
Is a pre-trial conference part of the case management -Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
techniques used before the Bangkok Civil Court?
the LED to answer
this question.
A pre-trial conference is a meeting designed to narrow down
contentious issues and evidentiary questions before the trial.
Its purpose is to expedite the trial process while
discouraging unnecessary pretrial motions or other delay
tactics.
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If “Yes”, which issues would be discussed and which actions
would take place in such pre-trial conference?

Scheduling, including time frame for filing
motions and other documents with the court
Examination of case complexity and
projected length of trial
Possibility of settlement or ADR
Exchange of witness list
Discovery timeline / agreement on evidence
Jurisdiction and other procedural issues
Narrowing down contentious issues
Other, please explain
Electronic Case Management System
Answer
Additional information
Are there any electronic case management tools in place -Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
within the Bangkok Civil Court?
the LED to answer
this question.
If “Yes”, which of the following actions can be performed by
Access laws, regulations and case-law
the judge through the electronic system?
Automatic generation of a hearing schedule
for all cases on the judge’s docket
Send notifications (e.g. emails) to lawyers
Track status of a case on the judge’s docket
View and manage case documents (briefs,
motions, etc.)
Assistance with judgment writing
Semi-automatic generation of court orders
View court orders and judgments in a
particular case
Additional features, please explain
If “Yes”, which of the following actions can be performed by
Access laws, regulations and case-law
lawyers through the electronic system?
Access forms to be submitted to the court
Receive notifications (e.g. emails)
Track the status of a given case (future
hearings, deadlines, etc.)
View and manage case documents (briefs,
motions, etc.)
File briefs and documents with the court
Access court orders and decisions on a
given case
Additional features, please explain
If “Yes”, does the electronic system allow any of the
Random assignment of cases to judges
following?
Generation of statistics and reports
about the court
Transfer of cases amongst courts
4.3 Court Automation
Electronic Filing
Answer
Can the initial complaint be filed electronically through a -Click to Selectdedicated platform within the Bangkok Civil Court? Please
answer "No" if it can only be filed by e-mail or fax.
When the initial complaint is filed electronically, must a hard -Click to Selectcopy be submitted as well?
Are there other court documents that can be submitted -Click to Selectelectronically?
Electronic Service of Process
Answer
Is it possible to carry out service of process electronically for -Click to Selectclaims filed before the Bangkok Civil Court? If so, please
specify how it is carried out (by e-mail, SMS/text, fax, etc.).
10

Additional information
Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.
Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.
Not in the capacity
of the LED to answer
this question.
Additional information
Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.

Electronic Payment of Court Fees
Answer
-Click to SelectCan court fees be paid electronically within the Bangkok Civil
Court?
Publication of Judgments
Answer
Are judgments rendered at all levels in commercial cases -Click to Selectmade available to the general public through publication in
official gazettes, in newspapers or on the internet/court
website? If judgments are published exclusively in the official
gazette, please specify whether the gazette is available for
free or whether it must be purchased. If judgments are
published online, please include a link to the relevant
website.
Are judgments rendered in commercial cases at the -Click to Selectappellate and supreme court level made available to the
general public through publication in official gazettes, in
newspapers or on the internet/court website? If judgments
are published online, please include a link to the relevant
website.

Additional information
Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.
Additional information
Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.

Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.

4.4 Alternative Dispute Resolution
Arbitration
Answer
In Thailand, is domestic commercial arbitration governed by -Click to Selecta consolidated law or consolidated chapter/section of the
applicable code of civil procedure encompassing
substantially all aspects of arbitration? If "Yes", please
indicate the name and year of publication of the law. If
commercial arbitration is regulated through scattered
provisions in different laws and legislative instruments,
please mark "No".
Are there any commercial disputes - aside from those that -Click to Selectdeal with public order or public policy - that cannot be
submitted to arbitration in Thailand?
Are valid arbitration clauses or agreements usually enforced -Click to Selectby the courts in Thailand? Please answer “No” if courts
would adjudicate a case despite the presence of a valid
arbitration clause or agreement.
In order to enforce a domestic arbitral award in Thailand, is it -Click to Selectmandatory to undergo a separate and additional recognition
procedure through the courts?
Voluntary Mediation
Answer
Is voluntary mediation available in Thailand? Please answer Yes
“Yes” only if the parties do not have to participate in the
mediation process unless they want to.
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Additional information
Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.

Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.
Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.
Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.
Additional information
Voluntary mediation
is avalible to the
parties at trial phase,
pre-enforcement
phase
and
postenforcement-phase.
At
pre-and-post
enforcement phase,
the Legal Execution
Department
(LED)
has established the
Mediation
Center,
locating in all Legal
Execution
Office
nationwide.
The

mediation service in
pre-and-post
enforcement
phase
provided by the LED
is
facilitated
by
experienced
mediators in efficient,
economical, nuetral
and fair manners. In
the fiscal year 2015,
the LED has placed
its
importance
to
consumption
debt,
small claim debt,
SMEs' debt, and the
Student Loan Fund'
s debt. Since October
2014
February
2015, the Mediation
Center of the LED
has been successful
in mediating 2,188
cases
(90.97%
success rate of the
case entering into the
pre-and-post
enforcement
mediation process),
with the amount of
claim
settled
of
882,889,515.85 Thai
baht.
In Thailand, is mediation governed by a consolidated law or
consolidated chapter/section of the applicable code of civil
procedure encompassing substantially all aspects of
mediation? If “Yes”, please indicate the name and year of
publication of the law. If mediation is regulated through
scattered provisions in different laws and legislative
instruments, please mark “No”.
Are there any institutions (including, when applicable, the
courts) administering commercial mediation in Thailand?
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No

Yes

1. Alternative Dispute
Resolution, Office of
the
Judiciary
(in
charge of mediation
during
the
court
proceeding)
2. Mediation Center,
Legal
Execution
Department (LED) (in
charge of mediation
during
the
enforcement phase).
3. Thailand Arbitration
Center
(THAC)
(independent body),
established under the
Act of Arbitration
Center
B.E.2550
(2007). The "THAC
Executive Committee"
is
chaired
by
Permanent Secretary,

Are there financial incentives for parties to attempt mediation
(i.e. if mediation is successful: refund of court filing fees,
income tax credits, etc.).
Are judges required to refer the parties to mediation?

-Click to Select-

If parties settle through mediation, does the mediation
agreement have the same legal power of a court order?
Please answer “No” if the agreement has the same
enforceability of a contract.

No
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-Click to Select-

for Justice.
Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.
Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.
As for the mediation
agreement at the
enforcement
phase
concluded by the
Mediation Center of
the
LED,
such
agreement does not
have the same legal
power of a court
order;
indeed,
it
merely results in the
temporary stay or the
withdrawal of the
enforcement.
However,
if
the
judgment debtor fails
to
satisfy
the
obligations as stated
in the agreement, the
judgment creditor is
entitled to continue or
recommence
the
enforcment
procedure.

5. Time estimates
The following section includes questions relating to time estimates for different stages of a commercial case. In
light of your experience with cases comparable to the standardized one, please indicate the number of
calendar days that would usually be necessary in practice to resolve the standardized case.
If you updated the competent court in Section 3, please provide time estimates for the new court below.
5.1. Filing and service
This section measures the time it would take between the moment Seller (the plaintiff) decides to sue and the
moment Buyer (the defendant) is served in the Bangkok Civil Court (assuming that both parties are domiciled in
Bangkok).
In your response, please include the number of days corresponding to the following steps, when applicable:
1. Final non-litigious summon by Seller (the plaintiff) to Buyer (the defendant) to comply with the sales
agreement and pay the price specified in the contract, including:
a. time to prepare the summon (by an attorney, when applicable);
b. delivery of the summon;
c. deadline to respond to the summon.
2. Assuming that the final request is unsuccessful, preparation of a formal complaint, including:
a. time to schedule and meet with an attorney (when applicable);
b. time to prepare the complaint.
3. Filing the claim with the court and serving the defendant, including:
a. processing time at the court's registrar;
b. waiting periods between unsuccessful attempt(s) to serve the claim on the defendant, when it is
a likely scenario.
Last year
(calendar days)
Is last year's estimate still accurate?

60

a. How many attempts are usually necessary, in practice, to
serve the initial complaint on the opposing party? If more
than one, please explain the main reasons for delay.
b. In your opinion, what is the main cause of delay between
Seller's decision to sue and the moment process is
served on Buyer (the defendant)?

New time estimate
(and corresponding
explanation)
-Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.
Answer
Not in the capacity of the LED to answer this
question.
This year

Difficulties in locating the defendant
Slow service by bailiff, attorney or other
Inefficient postal service
Obtaining information from registrar's office
(date of hearing, pre-assessment of the
complaint, etc.)
Other, please explain

5.2. Trial and judgment
This section measures the time it would take for the judgment to be rendered once the claim has been filed with
the court and served on defendant.
In your response, please include the number of days corresponding to the following steps, when applicable:
1. Pre-trial hearing and first hearing (when applicable), including:
a. time to obtain pre-trial or trial date;
b. waiting period until pre-trial or trial is held;
c. waiting periods between submission of briefs.
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2. Usual delays (if they happen in most cases), including:
a. delays due to adjournments granted by the judge;
b. delays due to the absence of one of the parties resulting in adjournment;
c. delays due to procedural motions.
3. Expert opinion (once the briefs are submitted and the first hearing has been held, the judge decides that
an expert opinion is needed), including:
a. time to appoint an expert;
b. time for the expert to deliver his/her opinion.
4. Final hearing and judgment, including:
a. waiting periods between hearings until the last hearing;
b. if a written judgment is necessary, time to draft and deliver judgment;
c. time until the right to appeal elapses.
Last year
(calendar days)
Is last year's estimate still accurate?

260

a. How long does it usually take, in practice, between the
moment the case is filed and the moment the first hearing
is held?
b. How many hearings would be required, in practice, to
resolve the standardized case study?
c. When a trial or evidence hearing is postponed, or when
more than one hearing would be necessary to resolve the
standardized case, how long in practice would the parties
have to wait for the next hearing to occur?
d. How long in practice would an expert usually take to
deliver his or her opinion?
e. What is the time limit for appeal in Thailand?
f. In your opinion, what is the main cause of delay during
the Trial and Judgment period?

New estimate
(and corresponding
explanation)
-Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.
Answer
Not in the capacity of the LED to answer
this question.
This year

Not in the capacity of the LED to answer
this question.
Not in the capacity of the LED to answer
this question.

Not in the capacity of the LED to answer
this question.
Not in the capacity of the LED to answer
this question.
Backlog of cases
Adjournments
Waiting periods between hearings
Limited availability of experts
Delays caused by the expert's activity
Other, please explain

5.3 Enforcement of Judgment
This section measures the time it would take the plaintiff, once the appeal period has elapsed, to: (i) start
enforcing the judgment; (ii) seize defendant's movable assets; (iii) organize a public sale with the seized
assets; and (iv) recover the value of the claim?
In your response, please include the number of days corresponding to the following steps, when applicable:
1.
2.
3.
4.

time to contact the relevant enforcement officer;
time to locate and identify the movable assets of the defendant;
time to obtain the necessary order from the court to attach and seize the assets;
time to organize the public sale of the defendant's movable assets and recover the value of the claim.
Last year
(calendar days)
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This year

New time estimate
(and corresponding
explanation)

Is last year's estimate still accurate?

120

No

The
new
time
estimate is 75 days.
The details of the
enforcement duration
are as follows:
The
judgment
creditor
files
an
attachment
application
to
commence
the
enfrocement
procedures
and,
thereafter,
the
enforcement officer in
charge can go out
and seizes the asset
of
the
judgment
debtor. This can be
done within 1 day.
- The enforcement
officer files a report
seeking approval for
the sale of such
asset. If there is no
objection filed against
the attachment action
of the enforcement
officer within 5 days,
as specified in the
Civil Procedure Code
Sec.
308,
the
enforcement
officer
can commence the
public
auction
procedures.
- To begin th public
auction procedures,
the
enforcement
officer publishes the
the public auction
announcement
and
notify the interested
parties as well as the
general public. The
first round of the
auction
can
be
organized within 45
days.
- If the asset sale is
completed at the first
round of auction, the
enforcement
officer
shall wait for the 14day period to lapse
for any individuals
entitled to the rights
over the sold asset to
file a request seeking
for their share of
proceeds.
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a. Is it required to obtain a copy of the decision to start
enforcing the judgment (or is an oral judgment enough)?

b. How long does it usually take, in practice, to seize the
defendant's movable assets and organize a public sale?

c. How many auctions are usually necessary to complete
the sale of the seized goods?

d. In your opinion, what is the main cause of delay during
the Enforcement phase?
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- The enforcement
officer produces the
financial report of the
case in 3 days.
- After the financial
report is completed,
the
enforcement
officer shall wait for 7day period to lapse
for parties to files an
objection
against
such report.
- If no objection
against the report
filed within the time
specified above, the
enforcement
officer
shall distribute the
proceeds of the asset
to the entitled parties.
Answer
No, not required by the law. However,
the law requires that a writ of execution,
which contains the summary of court
judgment, is necessary to commence
the enforcement procedure.
51 days.
The details are as follows:
- The judgment creditor files an
attachment application to commence the
enfrocement procedures and, thereafter,
the enforcement officer in charge can go
out and seizes the asset of the judgment
debtor. This can be done within 1 day.
- The enforcement officer files a report
seeking approval for the sale of such
asset. If there is no objection filed against
the attachment action of the enforcement
officer within 5 days, as specified in the
Civil Procedure Code Sec. 308, the
enforcement officer can commence the
public auction procedures.
- To begin th public auction procedures,
the enforcement officer publishes the the
public auction announcement and
notifying the interested parties. The first
round of the auction can be organized
within 45 days.
According to the Order issued by the
LED, the public auction is held 6 rounds.
However, at which round when the sale
is to be completed depends on types
and conditions of the asset and
demands. In fact, if the asset is
attractive, it could be sold at the first
round of public auction.
Attaching the movable assets
Organization of the public auction
Waiting for the public sale to be held
Finding buyers for the goods

Other, please explain
Other main causes of delay includes the fact
that parties to the case and relevant persons
exercise their rights by filing
- the request for the release of property;
- the request for objection of sale methods;
- the request for abolishment of public auction;
and
- the request for dismissal of enforcement
officer's undertakings.
However, the Legal Execution Department
(LED) has promoted serveral factors that help
expediting the public auction, including,
- developing mobile phone application that will
enable the general public to get access to the
information regardind the assets more easily;
- organizing the public auction during the holiday
or weekend; and
- conducting the feasibility study on the
employment of electronic public auction.
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6. Cost estimates
The following section includes questions relating to cost estimates for different stages of a commercial case. In
answering these questions, please express the estimates as a percentage of the value of the claim which, for
Doing Business 2016, amounts to THB 333,304 (see Section 1).
Indicate all costs and expenses that Seller (the plaintiff) would have to incur to obtain and enforce the
judgment.
a. We are interested in all costs and expenses Seller (the plaintiff) must advance, regardless of the costs
that Seller can recover at the end, when he wins the case.
b. Please include official costs only.
If you updated the competent court in Section 3, please update the fees as they would apply in the new
court.
6.1 Attorney Fees
Please provide an estimate of the average attorney fees that would be charged by a local law firm to handle a
case like the standardized scenario, taking into account the qualification and experience of the attorney
required in your country for this case. Include the following:
a. fees to handle the case up to judgment;
b. fees for enforcement if a lawyer is commonly retained for this purpose;
c. if applicable, value added tax or other taxes.
Examples of tasks that could be taken into account, if relevant:
a. interview of the client;
b. drafting of the statement of claim;
c. preparation of the affidavit of documents;
d. preparation of several motions;
e. involvement in the pre-trial discussions;
f. trial preparation;
g. trial time (for one or more hearings);
h. miscellaneous letters, phone calls, etc.

Is last year's estimate still accurate?

Last year (% of
the value of the
claim)
10.0

This Year
-Click to Select-

New estimate (and
corresponding explanation)
Not in the capacity of
the LED to answer this
question.

6.2 Court fees (up to judgment only)
Please provide the approximate average cost that would be incurred by Seller (the plaintiff), bearing in mind the
competent court for the standardized case.
Last year (% of
the value of the
claim)
2.0

New estimate (and
corresponding
explanation)
Is last year's estimate still accurate?
-Click to SelectNot in the capacity of
the LED to answer
this question.
Answer
a. In a case similar to the standardized case, what would Not in the capacity of the LED to answer
be the fees to register the case (filing fees only)?
this question.
b. What would be the fees for the issuance of the Not in the capacity of the LED to answer
judgment?
this question.
c. How much would a local expert charge if he or she had Not in the capacity of the LED to answer
to work for 10 hours?
this question.
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This Year

d. What are other court fees that would need to be Not in the capacity of the LED to answer
advanced by Seller?
this question.
6.3 Enforcement fees
Please provide the approximate average cost that would be advanced by Seller (the plaintiff) for a case similar
to the standardized case.

Is last year's estimate still accurate?

Last year (% of
the value of the
claim)
3.0

This year
No

New estimate (and
corresponding
explanation)
0.45%

Answer
No
Initially, the judgment creditor (Seller)
needs to advance the amont of 1,500
baht for the enforcement fee (in the case
of movable asset). However, if the said
amount is insufficent for enforcement
officer to undertake his/her tasks, the
enforcement officer may ask the
judgment creditor (Seller) to advance an
additional fee, as necessary. Subquently,
the judgment creditor (Seller) will be
reimbursed the enforcement fee once the
asset of the judgment debtor (Buyer) is
sold at the public auction.
c. What are the fees for the auction (publicity, tax, Publicity and enforcement officer fees
enforcement officer, etc)?
are already included in b. However, tax is
not included in the fee (1,500 baht) that
the Seller needs to advance.
d. Would Seller have to advance the fees for the Yes, such fees are also included in
organization of the public sale (or would the b.
enforcement officer pay him or herself out of the
proceeds of the public sale)?
e. What are other enforcement fees that would need to be As stated in b.
advanced by Seller?
a. What are the fees for the registration of judgment?
b. What are the fees for the attachment order?

Thank you very much for completing the Enforcing Contracts questionnaire.
We sincerely appreciate your contribution to the Doing Business project.
The results will appear in the Doing Business 2016 report and on our website: www.doingbusiness.org.
Your work will be gratefully acknowledged in both, if you wish.
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